
Compare

versus 

The Competition 
“we have none but bear with us”



Marinas & Multiple Lifts

If you are considering multiple boat lifts for your marina, development, or community dock, you 
should carefully consider what kind of lift will offer the best results in the following categories.

Aesthetics

Safety

Durability

Ease of Operation

Client Consideration

Maintenance Issues

Storm Preparation



15K No Profile Hybrid
Sarasota

 Marina Jack’s
Sarasota



Catwalk Elevator
Jet skis, paddle boards, kayaks

PWC LIFTS



Aesthetics

 Boat lifts have usually been ruled out in marinas and multiple slips because they typically are 
so ugly and obtrusive. The No Profile Boat Lifts have changed that forever.



Aesthetics

The beauty of our design is obvious but the details 
that you can’t see are the most impressive.

Don’t be fooled by those who say they can build 
something “similar” or “just as good”..... they can’t. 



When these were the only lifts 
available, it was acceptable. Today you 
have a choice. Don’t settle for less.

Aesthetics



When someone tells you they can build a lift just like 
the No Profile Boat Lift ask them these questions 

before making a decision.



Will I have to step over, under, or around any mechanical components to 
get into my boat?



The No Profile Boat Lift is the only boat lift that hides and safely stores the 
lifting components underfoot.



SEAMLESS SIDE BY SIDE

No need for finger piers between lifts means more space for 
additional lifts!



Am I buying the safest lift to access and maintain my vessel? 
Will the money I save on the purchase of a typical lift come back to bite me 
when it comes to maintaining the value of my boat?

The No Profile Boat Lifts allow you safe access and the perfect 
environment to properly clean and maintain your boat.



Would Police, Fire Rescue, Military,  Marine Patrol, and Sea Tow be 
willing to rent a slip if it allowed them to maintain there boats?



Does your lift wind cable on a shaft? 
What happens when the cables go slack? 
What is the warranty on their cables?

Some manufacturers will tell you they build a similar lift but you 
can be sure they still wind cable on a shaft. They just hide this 
problem for you to find later!



The No Profile Boat Lifts don’t wind cable on a shaft and they never come in 
contact with each other.

Slack cables have no effect on the No Profile Boat Lift 
due to our award winning design.



Will your lift remain level with 100% repeatability?

Does your lift depend on limit switches? If so why?



Straight & Level
Always



Are the motors exposed to the harsh salt water 
conditions twenty-four hours a day?



Are the motors so attractive you’ll want to put them on display?



The No Profile Motors are stored in there own motor box and 
protected like a baby in the womb. They can even be remote mounted.



Safety Issues

When it comes to safely boarding your 
boat, can you offer the features of the No 
Profile Boat Lifts?



Do the lifts your considering have standard features like these?

Quick-disconnect motors and control box for easy servicing?

Motors and control boxes can be swapped to other lifts in an emergency.



When a client has the opportunity to to store their boat safely 
out of the water, will they pay a premium to do it?

The No Profile Boat Lift allows the client to take care of their boat and save 
money long term by eliminating the wear and tear their boats receive being 

stored in the water full time.



The No Profile Invisible Lift



The No Profile Platform Lift



The No Profile Service Platform Lift

Dubai



Custom Boat Houses



Custom Design

Way Marine Design specializes in custom 
design & build projects. 



Custom Boat Houses

The No Profile Boat Lifts are unmatched
in seamless boat house integration. 









Custom Decking


